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Sonoran Savors
Two new restaurants opening in Marana|Page 12

INSIDE

NON-SOON
With mild rains, this
year’s monsoon is on
track to be one of the
driest monsoons ever
recorded. In addition, this
July and August were the
hottest in Tucson history.
Read more on page 5.
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COVID Roundup
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Tucson Local Media

On Sept. 9, the board of Tucson’s
largest public school district voted to
move forward with a hybrid learning model on Monday, Oct. 19 if the
county’s downward trajectory of
See SCHOOLS, P4

See SPORTS, P19

consider how to return to the classroom

O

n Sept. 3, the Arizona
Department of Health Services
announced six counties have
reached the public health
benchmarks to start hybrid in-person
and online K-12 school instruction.
The department identiﬁed in August three data areas to determine
when it is safe for schools to begin
transitioning back to in-person
learning. Most K-12 schools across

650,000 3BD/3BA+Den

the state have performed instruction
remotely since the beginning of the
COVID-19 outbreak in March.
The benchmarks mandate that a
region must see a sustained decrease
in new coronavirus cases and related
hospitalizations as well as a testing
positivity rate that is below 10 percent. In Pima County, the local health
department has created their own set
of benchmarks, consisting of nine
public health criteria.
Now that Pima County is trend-

ing in the right direction, local school
districts have been discussing plans
for what hybrid learning could entail.
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750,000 4BD/4BA (3,995
sq ft) with ‘Next
Gen’ suite in
gated Rancho
Del Cobre

(3,097 sq ft)
home in gated
Canada Hills
Estates. Views!
10500 N Stargazer Drive, Oro Valley, AZ 85737

Austin Counts

H
Cleared for ‘hybrid learning,’ school districts
Tucson Local Media

UA Sees Record
Year
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High school teams
ready to return
for fall season but
football, volleyball
remain uncertain
igh school sports across
Pima County are returning
to practice in anticipation
for the fall season after the
Arizona Interscholastic Association gave the green light to proceed in early September as state
metrics show COVID-19 cases on
a downward trend.
Tucson Uniﬁed School District
recently announced fall sports like
golf, cross-country and swimming
can begin competitive play, “eﬀective immediately,” since they meet
social distancing requirements
while having minimal contact.
Other county school districts like
Catalina Foothills, Amphitheater and Marana Uniﬁed are also
working on bringing those sports
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